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How to Mod The Pod and fine-tune iTunes
    Does your iPod go wherever you do? This book will take the two of you on your most exciting adventure–deep into iPod’s awesome potential. You already know it’s a musical prodigy, but wait 'til you teach your iPod to take notes, give you the weather and stock quotes, keep your calendar, play games with you, double as a remote control, light up the night, and read you your e-mail–out loud. Think that’s great? Take a look at Part 2!Kick back and HackA few of the 100-plus hacks, tweaks, and mods you’ll find inside      

	Scrub your songs      
	Install and run Linux      
	Tweak Gracenote CDDB      
	Hack iPod’s database      
	Discover Visualizer’s secrets      
	Create iPod adventure games      
	Clean up your tracks      
	Play music over Wi-Fi      
	Find free legal tunes      
	Listen to audio books      
	Create gapless CDs      
	Make iTunes an alarm clock      


About the Author
   
Scott Knaster is a legendary Mac hacker with a number of books to his credit, including Macintosh Programming Secrets, which has achieved cult status among Mac programmers. He is the coauthor of Mac Toys, also published by Wiley, and the proud owner of several hacked iPods and every issue of Mad magazine.
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Pro SharePoint 2013 App DevelopmentApress, 2013

	Apps have taken the world by storm, and now they're taking SharePoint as well. The biggest new thing in SharePoint 2013, apps are the solution to creating custom code that runs on not just your own SharePoint deployment, but also on others' implementations as well.


	Pro SharePoint 2013 App Development is your...
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Professional WCF 4: Windows Communication Foundation with .NET 4Wrox Press, 2010

	A guide to architecting, designing, and building distributed applications with Windows Communication Foundation


	Windows Communication Foundation is the .NET technology that is used to build service-oriented applications, exchange messages in various communication scenarios, and run workflows. This guide enables developers to...
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BlackBerry For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Make phone calls, e-mail, track appointments, and even remember the grocery list
    Wow — it's a phone, a PDA, and an Internet connection, and it's one-fourth the size of this book! You need the book, though, to explain in plain English what it can do. Find out how to use every terrific feature built into your...
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Composing Software: An Exploration of Functional Programming and Object Composition in JavaScriptIndependent Publishers Group, 2018

	All software design is composition: the act of breaking complex problems down into smaller problems and composing those solutions. Most developers have a limited understanding of compositional techniques. It's time for that to change.In "Composing Software", Eric Elliott shares the fundamentals of composition, including both...
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Database Design Manual: using MySQL for WindowsSpringer, 2003
There are many books out there that describe MySQL and PHP.While most of them devote a lot of space to describing PHP, they only briefly describe MySQL. I wanted to write a book that was different from this, in that I wanted a book that described MySQL from a web perspective with only passing references to PHP. This is that book.

This...
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Data Mining and Machine Learning in CybersecurityAuerbach Publications, 2011

	In the emerging era of Web 3.0, securing cyberspace has gradually evolved into a
	critical organizational and national research agenda inviting interest from a multidisciplinary
	scientific workforce. There are many avenues into this area, and, in recent
	research, machine-learning and data-mining techniques have been applied to design,...
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